The work reported concerns the development of an interactive theorem-prover for the foundations of the differential and integral calculus. The mam tools are a resolution theoremprover VERIFY, prewously developed for interactive proofs m set theory, and the symbolic computation program REDUCE. The use of REDUCE in a theorem-proving context IS described in detail. Sample proofs are given with data on computation time per step on an IBM-4381.
Introduction
The work reported here constitutes the first step in a program to build an interactive theorem-prover for elementary analysis. To follow the shortest possible development path, we have focused on building on the extensive prior work at the Institute in interactive theorem-proving in axiomatic set theory. This earlier work is reported in detail in the volume by Suppes (1981) . Of course, it is also clear that the apparatus in theorem-proving for set theory-will not in itself be sufficient for proofs of feasible length in elementary analysis. The reason is obvious. In set theory there is no serious development of algebraic methods of proof. The use of the resolution theorem-prover VERIFY, which is a central part of the set theory interactive theorem-prover, does not work at all well on elementary algebraic inferences.
The solution we have found seems to work rather well. What we have done is to add to the symbolic computation program REDUCE (Hearn, 1987 ) the necessary front-end programs to use REDUCE in a theorem-proving context. It should be emphasized that REDUCE was not written with theorem-proving in mind, but as we have found by extensive experimentation, it works well for proving in a very short time-in almost always less than one second on the IBM-438 1 -algebraic facts that are needed in the proofs of theorems in the foundations of the calculus. Moreover, the longest computation took only 4.3 sec. (We provide extensive details on this point later. ) What we have been concerned about is to develop interactive methods of theoremproving that are practical for students to use with no programming background and without extensive mathematical background. In our view, at the present stage of development, serious use of such theorem-provers by students is the proper test of their adequacy. The technology of interactive theorem-proving is not yet sufficiently developed to provide tools that are really useful to a broad range of mathematicians concerned with proving new theorems which will be of much greater complexity. Our strategy of research is to get tools available that can be thoroughly tested by students and continue to develop their complexity. It is the goal of a program like ours to also provide an interactive theorem-prover suitable for use by research mathematicians, but reaching that goal is going to take considerable additional work. On the other hand, we believe the extension of the work reported here to the remaining standard theorems in the foundations of the calculus is a relatively simple matter.
In section 2 we discuss the logical framework we have used and in section 3 the inference rules. In section 4 we give examples of proofs and data on their computation time. The computer time needed to give an interactive proof of the intermediate value theorem is quite small. In the fifth section we describe in some detail the use we make of REDUCE for proving elementary algebraic theorems that are needed. We also give in an appendix a long list of algebraic theorems which are proved very quickly and which cover most of the kinds of elementary algebraic equalities and inequalities used in proofs in elementary analysis.
Logical Framework
In this section, we formulate a formal system in which we can express concepts, properties, and proofs concerned with continuity problems in calculus. The logic of the system is that of the many-sorted classical logic. Before describing our theory, several remarks are in order:
(1) The system contains real numbers and basic functions such as + , -, *, / etc; they satisfy the axioms for ordered fields as well as the least upper bound principle. We do not try to construct them from more primitive notions such as natural numbers.
(2) The system does not eliminate some syntactical expressions such as 1/0 which do not have any proper mathematical meaning. We can prove some formulas involving these expressions, for instance, 1/0 = 1/0. However, our mathematical axioms refer only to mathematically understood objects, so the reference of the expression 1/0 is undecidable, and 1/0 * O = 1 is not provable.
(3) Currently, the system can deal with only a small part of the calculus. However, the theory illustrates what exactly is needed in order to express theorems and their proofs concerned with continuity. Tt'is possible to extend our system to handle differentiation and integration by adding more sorts and closure conditions on sorts, almost certainly without any serious degradation of performance. The system is theoretically ad hoc; it does not have a general mechanism to create sorts from other sorts such as Cartesian product constructions or function space constructions (sometimes, sorts are called types or classes). This is because we wanted to implement the system based on the interactive theorem-prover for set theory without adding unnecessary general features.
A preliminary version that extends the system to handle standard calculus notation and exercises has been implemented and is described in Suppes et al. (1987) . The readers who are interested in more general theories on natural formalizations of mathematics might consult Feferman (1985), for example.
BASIC SYNTACTIC NOTIONS
There are five sorts:
(1) R (the set of all real numbers). Variables a, b, c, 6, E , x, y , z, etc., are of this sort.
Constants O, 1, etc. are of this sort.
(2) R2 (the set of all pairs of real numbers; the plane). Variables p , q, etc., are of this (3) Fl (the set of all functions from R to R). Variables J; g, h, etc., are of this sort. The (4) F2 (the set of all functions from R2 to R). The constants + , -, *, /, min, and max (5) PR (the power set of R). Variables S, T, etc. are of this sort.
Terms, their corresponding sorts, and formulas are defined simultaneously as follows (we use u, t, fm in a metalinguistic sense to denote a variable, a term, and a formula, respectively):
sort. 
AXIOMS
There are two groups of axioms; one contains logical axioms concerned with sets and functions, and the other contains mathematical axioms on the theory of ordered fields with the least upper bound principle. The logical axioms are standard and are therefore not explicitly listed. Standard axioms for the theory of ordered fields are also used with the usual infix notation for +, -, etc. For example, x + y is used for app (+, pair(x,y) ). To describe the least upper bound principle, we introduce two definitions. Let UB(z, S ) mean that z is an upper bound of the set S, and let LUB(z, S ) mean that z is the least upper bound of S. We abbreviate these two definitions for reference in proofs by DUB and DLUB. The least upper bound principle (LUB) can be stated as follows: If S is a nonempty set of real numbers that has an upper bound, then it has a least upper bound.
Inference Rules
In this section, we will briefly describe inference rules available in the system for interactive use. (We emphasize again that we have constructed an interactive, not automatic, theoremprover.) First, all natural deduction inference rules are available. However, it is practically impossible to grove theorems in calculus, using only basic logical rules. We have several inference rules, which eliminate tedious logical a d mathematical manipulations.
LOGICAL INFERENCE RULES
Here, we explain the rules needed in the examples in section 4. (Naming a Set): introduces a name for a set; for example, S = {x : a < x < b } .
AS CP UG

ES
(VErify), which is a simple resolution theorem-prover used already in the interactive theorem prover for set theory. It eliminates many logically tedious manipulations. Its use is discussed in section 4, but we mention here that when VE is called, we first reduce definitions of sets to equivalences automztically, e.g. S, as just defined above, is reduced to Vx(x E St, a < x < b).
(Ordered Sets): which is VE with the elementary axioms of complete ordering automatically assumed. 
OF (ORDERED FIELDS)
OF proves simple algebraic facts concerned with ordered fields with some definable functions such as I 1, min, max. Here are three examples provable by OF:
Because of the central role of elementary algebraic theorems in proofs about continuity and related matters central to the calculus, we give in section 5 full details about our use of REDUCE as briefly described here. We do emphasize that these various elementary theorems are used as rules of inference with only a general reference to OF given in the proofs exhibited in the next section.
Examples of Proofs and Data for Computation Time
In this section, we present some examples of proofs in the system as well as data for computation time. Currently, we do not have a good user interface, although the set theory prover does. Actual proofs are written in LISP; the proofs below are hand-translations of the LISP expressions.
EXAMPLES OF PROOFS
Some notational conventions need to be explained to make the proofs fully understandable. The proofs shown here are in the general style used in the set theory course, which is concerned with relative ease of readability by someone not familiar with all of the details of the system.
(1) RN NUMBERS, NAMEs is a command to use the rule RN with the previous lines cited by NUMBERS, and the definitions, the theorems, or the axioms cited by NAMEs to infer the formula described below. For example, VE 4, 5, DUB means: use VE with the lines (4) and ( 9 , and with the definition DUB.
(2) If RN is AS, NS, VE, OS, or OF, then the user has to type the formula that is to be inferred. If RN is UG or ES, then the user has to specify a variable, as part of his proof strategy. If RN is CP, IM, or CO, then the system infers an appropriate formula.
(3) LEMl, and LEM2 refer to lemma 1, and lemma 2 (described below). LUB refers to the least upper bound principle for sets of real numbers. DUB and DLUB refer to the definitions of upper-bound predicates UB and LUB (described in section 2).
The first example illustrates the style of proofs interactively constructed.
THEOREM 1. If f and g are continuous at xo, then f +g is continuous at xo.
The second example gives one of the crucial properties of continuity, whose variations are used in the proof of the intermediate value theorem.
THEOREM 2. If f is continuous at x. and f (xo) > O, then there is a neighborhood around x.
where f is positive.
by NS (5) a E S by OS 1 , 3 , 4
by IM 2, 10, 11, LEM1 (13)
by CO 10,8, 14, 15, DLUB, DUB
by OS 3,9,17
by CO 17, 4, 20, 22 (24) fG> = Q by OS 16,23
by OS 8,21, DLUB, DUB
We comment first on the use of the resolution theorem-prover VERIFY. Most of the uses are quite routine. The inference of line (17) from lines (9) and (16) in the proof of theorem 1 shows how what might be a rather tedious although obvious inference is handled. In a similar fashion, line (9) of the proof of theorem 3 is obtained by VERIFY combining three previous lines and two definitions.
The use of OF to obtain line (9) of the proof of theorem 1 is, as it should be, intuitively obvious, but the inference could be laborious in a system which just contains more elementary rules. A classical inequality inference is used to obtain line (15) of this same proof. This was the step that took 4.3 sec, the longest of any use of OF. On the other hand, the standard inequality inference to obtain line (7) of the proof of theorem 2 took only 0.4 sec.
Finally, we note the use of OS-reasoning about linear order using VERIFY-to obtain line (18) of the proof of theorem 3.
DATA FOR COMPUTATION TIME ON IBM-4381
U7e report here summary data on the computing time required for each step described in 4.1. We used a dual processor IBM-4381, model group 12, running VM/ §P, with CMS and HPO. Each processor has 16 megabytes of main memory.
The distribution of steps according to computation time was as follows: The average computation time was 495 msec. Eighty per cent of the steps needed less than 0-8 sec. The median for all steps was 90 msec. What these data show is that routine symbolic computation can be made by an interactive theorem-prover for the foundations of the calculus without the user's having to wait an appreciable time for a step in a proof to be executed.
A Method of Proving Elementary Algebraic The~rems
We describe a procedure M of proving elementary theorems in the theory of ordered fields (OF) with the functions I I , min, and max. By elementary theorems, we mean the M is the sequential application of two sub-procedures M l and M2. IfM1 does nut prove a formula, then M2 is used. In other words, M does not contain a top-level procedure in order to decide which sub-procedure should be applied for a given formula. Inside M2, the sub-procedures in Ml are reinvoked. M l is used to prove formulas which are obtained by manipulating the functions +, -, *, and /. The first two examples are provable by this procedure. M2 checks the provability of formulas which essentially contain the functions 1 1, min, or max. The last two examples are provable by this procedure. A formula which we want to prove by Ml can contain the functions I 1, min, or max. M 1 treats any term of the form Itl, min ( t l , tz), or max (tl, tz) as an atomic term. M l and M2 are described in 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
The program of the procedure is explained through examples in 5.4, where the data for computation time are also presented. The implemented program proves all theorems listed in the appendix. Moreover, more than 90 per cent of the theorems are proved in less than 200 msec on the IBM-4381 available to this project.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF REDUCE
REDUCE (Hearn, 1987) is an interactive program for symbolic and numerical computation. It can manipulate polynomials in a variety of forms, both expanding and factoring them, and extracting various parts of them as required. REDUCE also can perform all standard operations of differentiation and integration. REDUCE has been built as an interactive system so that the user can input an algebraic expression and see its value before moving on to the next computation. In the work reported here we made use only of REDUCE'S procedures for algebraic simplification.
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE MI
As is well known, a resolution theorem-prover (unless it has a sophisticated unification procedure) is not appropriate to prove theorems whose proofs involve algebraic manipulations. The use of an algebraic computation system such as REDUCE is essential in the method described below. On the other hand, REDUCE is an algebraic computation system; it transforms a given term to another term that is equivalent to the original term. We cannot use REDUCE itself since it does not directly handle formulas. We use REDUCE for the purpose of simplifying algebraic terms. Moreover, REDUCE'S treatment of the functions I 1, min, max, is not adequate for our puposes, so we need a special device for these functions, which is described in M2.
The procedure M l is divided into five steps:
M I -l . Logical simpliJication. Before describing this step, we need to introduce some terminology. The implication p . . . ,pn l-c is called a sequent if p . . . , p n are atomic formulas or the negations of atomic formulas, and c is an atomic formula. pl, . . . ,pn are the premises, and c is the conclusion. The list p , , . . . , p n might be empty. For a given formula f m (which we want to prove), M 1-1 produces a list LSeq . . . , LSeq, where LSeq,, . . . , LSeq, are lists of sequents such that if, for every LSeq, at least one sequent in LSeq is provable, then fm is provable. This will be peformed by eliminating the logical connectives in the formula fm, We omit technical details on this procedure. Instead, we give several examples.
(l) Given the formula x # O A y = z -+ y / x = z / x , then (x # O, y = z l-y / x = z/x) is the only sequent. Then, the provability of the original formula is equivalent to the provability of y/x = z/x under the premises x # O and y = z.
(2) Given the formula x > y -+ ( y > z -+ x > z), then (x > y , y > z t x > z ) is the only sequen t.
(3) If a formula has the form p --+ cl A where p is an atomic formula or a negation of an atomic formula, and cl and c2 are atomic formulas, then p t c l and p t c2 are the two sequents.
(4) If a formula has the form pl v p 2 -+ c l v c2, where pl and p 2 are atomic formulas or negations of atomic formulas, and c l and c, are atomic formulas, then ( p 1 I -cl, p t c,) and ( p 2 t cl, p 2 t c,) are the corresponding lists of sequents.
We fix one sequent p l , . . . ,pn t c. In the rest of the steps, we describe how to prove c from Ml-2. Nonzero terms, positive terms, and nonnegative terms. We will generate three sets by using p l , . . . ,pn: NONZERO is the set of nonzero terms, POSITIVE is the set of positive terms, and NONNEGATIVE is the set of nonnegative terms.
NONZERO, POSITIVE, and NONNEGATIVE are defined simultaneously as follows, where NONZERO l, POSITIVE1 , and NONNEGATIVE1 are used as intermediate finite sets.
(1) For any pl (1 < i d n), if pz has the form t # t', and REDUCE simplifies t -t2 to t, then t is in NONZEROl, (7) NONZERO contains all real numbers such as -1.8, 2, 6.5, etc., (8) POSITIVE contains all positive real numbers such as 0-5, 2, 3.14, etc., MI-3. The existence of terms. By using NONZERO, we check whether all terms in the sequent are well defined, namely, whether there are no zero terms in the denominators of the quotient terms occurring in the sequent. If some denominators of the terms are not checked to be nonzero, we conclude the sequent is not provable.
For example, let's consider the sequent y # O, x = y l -x/y = 1. y is the only term occurring in the denominator of some term in the sequent. Since y # O is one of the premises of the sequent, NONZERO contains y . Hence, all denominators in the sequent are not zero, Thus all terms in the sequent are well defined.
MI-4. Major premises.
We define a set of formulas MPS, and call each member as a major premise. The intention of MPS is the following: we expect to find a formula p in MPS such that c is provable fromp by applying algebraic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division) to both sides of the equality or the inequality, appearing in p . MPS is generated as follows: We use a subset MPSl of MPS as an intermediate set.
(1) For any p , (l \< i n), if the outmost connective of p l is the same as that of c, then pi is in MPS1.
(1) Let's consider a sequent z # O, x = y t x / z = y/z. MPS consists of x = y.
and z + x > O+y.
The system does not automatically treat = as symmetric. For example, we did not include t l + t4 = t2+ t3 to MPS where t , = t2 and t 3 = t4 are in MPS1. Hence, the current implementation of our method does not prove if t l = t2 and t3 = t4 then t l + t 4 = t z + t 3 .
MI-5.
Proof of l -c or p t-c. The rest of the steps go as follows:
(1) Try to prove c without any premise.
(2) If c is not provable by (l), then try to prove c from one member p in MPS, until p which proves c is found or all members in MPS are used up.
Ml-5-1 and Ml-5-2 explain how to prove c without a major premise, and how to prove c from a major premise in MPS, respectively.
M 1-5-1. The case where a major premise does not exist. In this case, calculate t -t 2 by REDUCE, and check whether the result is zero, positive, or nonnegative. If the result is zero, we are able to conclude t = t2. If the result is positive, we are able to conclude t I > t2.
If the result is nonnegative, we are able to conclude t l 2 t2. For example, REDUCE simplifies (x+y) -(y+x) to O. Hence, x + y = y + x is provable.
M 1-5-2. The case where a major premise is used. This is done according to the following mathematical facts:
If t3 -t4 = A * ( t l -t 2 ) and A is well defined, then t = t2 --+ t 3 = t4.
I f t 3 -t 4 = A * ( t l -t 2 ) a n d A > 0 , t h e n t l > t , -+ t 3 > t 4 .
If t3-t4 = A * (tl -t2) and A 2 O, then t l 2 t2 -+ t3 2 t4.
So the problem is reduced to finding A and to checking the existence, the positivity, or the nonnegativity of A .
M 1-5-2-1. Apply REDUCE to t -t2. If the result is O, this procedure is terminated.
Otherwise, in order to find A , apply REDUCE to (t3-t4)/(tl -t2).
M 1-5-2-2. In order to prove the existence, the positivity, or the nonnegativity of A , we use NONZERO, POSITIVE, or NONNEGATIVE in M 1-2.
EXAMPLES
(1) y = z t-y/x = z/x, and x is in NONZERO. REDUCE transforms (y/x-z / x ) / ( y -z) to l/x. So ( y / x -z / x ) = l/x * ( y -z) Since x is in NONZERO, l/x exists. Hence, (2) x > y t x * z y * z , and z is in POSITIVE. REDUCE transforms (x * z -y * z)/ (x -y) to z. So x * z-y z = z * (x -y ) . Since z is in POSITIVE, we can conclude (3) x 2 y l-x + z 2 z+ y. REDUCE transforms ( ( x + z ) -(z + y))/(x -y ) to 1. So
x>yt-x*z>y*z.
(x+z)-(z+y) = l * (x-y). Since 1 is not negative, x 2 y t-x + z b z+y.
Theoretical buckground. The following theorem explains why M l works for many examples.
THEOREM.
Let's assume we have t l = t 2 as apremise, and we obtain t3 = t4 after applying a sequence of the following algebraic operations: 
. , u, are terms s used in the operation (d). No terms used in (u) or (b) occur in the result.
The theorem is easily proved by induction. Usually, u l , . . . , u, in the theorem are in NONZERO. Hence we conclude t 3 = t4 from t l = t2. A similar theorem is valid if we replace = by > or 2 .
THE DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE M2
We use the formula-transformations described below, in order to prove a theorem whose proof requires an essential manipulation of defined functions such as I 1, min, max. The purpose of the transformations is to eliminate these functions or to transform the forms of terms to somewhat simpler forms.
M2 is described as follows: first apply the step M l -l , Then apply the transformations described below on each formula in a sequent pl, . . . ,pn -+ c, until all possible transformations are applied. This means that we apply a sequence of transformations Tr , . . , Tr, on each formula f m in a sequent until no transformation is applicable on Tr,(. . . (Trl(fm) ). . .). Then follow Ml-2, Ml-3, Ml-4 and Ml-5. In many cases, we have to apply M 1-1 again because many transformations increase the logical complexity of the formulas.
The following property is crucial: let p l , . . . ,pn t c be a sequent and p;, . . . ,pl, t-c' be the transformed sequent. Then if p ; , . . . ,p; t c' is provable, then so is p l , . . . ,pn t c.
Transformations. Finally we describe the transformations. Transformations are divided into three classes:
Tl. Transformations to be used both for premises and for conclusions. In this class, if fml f m 2 is a transformation, then the equivalence between fm and f i 2 is provable in OF.
REMARK. Tl-3 and Tl-4 are both needed since we do not have symmetry of =.
T2. Transformations to be used only for conclusions. In this class, if f m fm, is a transformation, then the proposition f m 2 -+ fm, is provable in OF. Thus, it is sufficient (but not necessary) to prove f m 2 in order to conclude f m I .
T2-
T3. Transformations to be used only for premises. In this class, if f m , f m , is a transformation, then the proposition f m l +. f m 2 is provable in OF.
EXAMPLE. Let's transform lx -y( t 1x1 -I y( (call it fi,), assuming it occurs in the conclusion of a sequent. First, Tl-l transforms fml to Ix-yl+ I y1 > 1 x 1 (call it fin2). Then (call it fm,). Tl-l preserves the provability offm, and f i 2 , i.e.fm, is provable if and only if fm, is provable. By T2-1, the provability of f i 2 is reduced to the provability of f m 3 .
Hence, the entire transformation reduces the provability of f m to the provability of Jin,.
That is, it is sufficient to prove f m 3 in order to conclude fm
THE PROGRAM
This is the first version of the implementation of the procedure described in 5.2 and 5.3. The program is written in PSL (Portable Standard LISP). Since the implementation is almost parallel to the theory, we omit its detail. Instead, we give two examples drawn from the list of elementary theorems in the appendix. At the end of this section, we present data on the time used in proving the theorems listed in the appendix.
The formula in the theorem is represented as:
(equal y (quotient 1 x ) ) ) .
First, the function called 'split' is applied on FM. The function 'split' produces a list of lists of sequents; a sequent consists of a conclusion and a list of premises. In this case, the list consists of one list which contains a single sequent:
The rest of the program tries to prove SEQ. SEQ is separated into:
The functions called 'get-nonzeros', 'get-positives,, and 'get-nonnegatives' applied on PREMS produce three lists of terms:
By using NONZERO (which is generated from NONZERO1 in Ml-2) the function called 'is-term-well-defined?' checks whether the terms in the sequent are defined or not, namely it checks if the denominators in the terms are not zero. In this case, the only concern is x occurring in (quotient 1 x ) . However, since x is in NONZEROl, (quotient 1 x) is well defined. Looking at the main connective of CONCL, the program decides which one it should choose as a major premise. Since = is the main connective in CONCL, in this case, the program chooses as a major premise: MPREM = (equal (times x y)l).
From CONCL and MPREM, the program forms the following algebraic t e m : AT = (quotient (difference y (quotient 1 x ) ) (difference (times x y) 1)).
The program calls REDUCE to simplify AT. The result is
The program checks whether SAT is well defined or not, as described before, again using NONZERO. In this case, SAT is well defined.
The program concludes that the original formula FM is provable.
The theorem is represented as: FM = (geq (plus (abs x)(abs y)) (abs (difference x y)))
After applying 'split', the program tries to prove: SEQ = ( (geq (plus (abs x) (abs y)) (abs (difference x y))) ( ) ).
Since there are no premises in SEQ, the program has to prove the conclusion CONCL of SEQ without any information, where CONCL = (geq (plus (abs x) (abs y ) ) (abs (plus x y))).
Since no premises are available,
Fortunately, since CONCL contains no division, all terms in CONCL exist. The program tries to prove CONCL just by the method described in Ml-5, treating terms such as It1 at atomic terms. So in this case, the program tries to prove, Al ,< A2+ A3, where A 1, A2, and A3 are different new variables. Of course, the program fails in proving such a formula.
Then, the program transforms CONCL to either a formula which does not contain absolute value functions or a formula which is somewhat simpler. This transfomation depends on the form of CONCL. In this case, the form matches the transformation described in T2-1, and the program produces the new formula:
(difference x y)) (equal (plus x y ) (minus (difference x y))) (equal (plus x (minus y ) ) (difference x y)) (equal (plus x (minus y ) ) (minus (difference x y))))
The program tires to check the provability of NFM. Since NFM is of disjunctive form, the program tries to prove one of the following four disjuncts:
(difference x y)) NFM4 = (equal (plus x (minus y ) ) (minus (difference x y))).
In this case, NFM3 is provable. The program concludes that the original formula FM is provable.
The distribution of theorems according to computation time was as follows: The average computation time (in msec) was 52 for theorems whose computation time ranged from O to 1000, and 140 for theorems whose computation time ranged from O to 4000. The median for all theorems was 33 msec.
B. Some Problems and Future Directions
The implemented program cannot deal with general sums or products such as x1 f --x,, rI(xk I l < k < n), etc. In particular, the program cannot handle arithmetic involving the binomial expansion, where (n, k) = n!/k!(n-k)!. Also it cannot handle the factorization involving a symbolic exponent such as We need to extend our program so that it can handle general sums, products, etc. Besides the extension of the system above, we need further devices in order to extend further the set theory theorem prover to elementary analysis. In particular, we need to implement methods to manipulate functionals and operators such as Limit, Df, etc. but we anticipate this latter development will be relatively straightforward.
Appendix
List of elementary algebraic theorems proved in one step using REDUCE 
